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ducing statues to the same scale, but also of reducing 

I 
mains. This results in a decided increase of pressure 

or increasing at will the dimensions of a chosen mo- in the gas all over the city, sufficient to cause all the 
del, through the aid of a few modifications in the re- little gasbolders in the lamp posts to lift up about 
spective positions of the counterpoints and of the bit, one·eighth of an inch against a platinum stop, and 
as well as in the different cog wheels of the gear- thus close the local battery circuit at each post. The 
ings. automatic lighter being then supplied with current, 

It has been possible to realize this application only immediately turns on and lights the gas. In a word, 
through the facilities afforded by electric motors. As the system is merely a huge pneumatic push button, 
electric energy is not as yet distributed upon the left and corresponds precisely to pushing a button when 
bank at Paris, reCOUI'8e has been had to a Niel gas desiring to light the gas in a house supplied with 
motor of 4 borse power, which actuates a Rechniewski automatic lighters. 
dynamo, giving 70 volts and 45 amperes at an angular Fifteen seconds is sufficient for maintaining this in
velocity of 1,800 revolutions per minute. This dynamo, creased pressure, to give time to make the increase 
in its turn, distributes the electric energy to the three everywhere felt. It can then he brought back to nor
motors whose different functions we have already mal pressure, when the pressure gauge will drop back 
mentioned, viz., to the electric drill, which consumes and open the electric circuit. This operation, if re-
70 volts and 30 amperes at an angular velocity of 7,000 peated, will extinguish the lamps. 
revolutions per minute, to the motor that sets the The mechanism of the lighter is extremely simple, 
statues in motion (70 volts and 6 amperes), and to the and made so strong as to insure it from getting out of 
motor that moves the carriage vertically (70 volts and order or requiring attention of any kind. 
9 amperes). • , • • .. - ---

This sculpturing machine, which has been estab- ___ Hypnotl8m In Disease_ 

lished for several months in Mr. Delin's studios, has, The chief arguments used against the employment 
up to the present, given satisfactory results. Aside of hypnotism in disease are, first, that it subordinates 
from the saving in time tha t it effects, it permits of very and enervates the will; second, that it renders the 
easily rough-hewing the pieces of wood, sketching the patient liable to be influenced by persons of evil in
contours, and of having exact relative positions. The tent; and, third, that only nervous or hysterical per 
statue, thus-rough hewn in all its parts, is put into sons are subject to its influence. My own experience 
the hands of a skilled workman, who finishes it, and, is that it may be used without injurious effects, and, 
when it comes ftom his hands, it leaves nothing more also, that it may take the place of narcotics in a large 
to be det>ired.-La Nature. num ber of cases in which they are now used. I have 

'" • • myself used it with advantage in delirium, in insan-
A DOUBLE BELTING PRESS. ity, and in chronic alcoholism. I have successfully 

There are many manufacturers of leather belting treated one case of kleptomania and two cases of ex
who have limited capital who, when called upon for an cessive irritability of temper. At the same time hyp

notislQ is a two-edged sword. Wield
ed by an unskilled hand, it may cut 
both ways deep into the faculties of 
intellection and into the nervous sys· 
tem generally. Also, it should never 
be used save by a skilled hand upon 
patients of an unbalanced mind ac
companied by what is known in medi
cal parlance as 'jJaranoia. In my 
treatment of a perfectly healthy, calm, 
intelligent, unimaginative man, whom 
I operated on fifty-one times, I found 
that the diapason of his whole mental 
and emotional system would give forth 
concordant sensations of pleasure, or 
discordant sensations of pain, at the 
will of the operator. 

BOOMER &; BOSCHERT'S DOUBLE BELTING PRESS. 

Summing up, I would say that hyp
notism, as with every other new remt!
dy, there is great danger that, on the 
one hand, it may be used indiscrimi
nately, or, on the other hand, be 
scouted by a senseless skepticism. It 
bas, beyond doubt, its definite lim
its of usefulness, and the medical man 
of the present day, realizing the fu-

estimate of the cost of a wide belt, are unable to give 
it, because of the expense of putting in a large press, 
which must necessarily stand idle much of the time or 
be used on work which could be done on a smaller 
press to better advantage. To such the accompanying 
illustration and description will prove interesting. 
'l'he press consists of one frame having the working 
parts of two presses. so that two belts of one-half the 
width of the press, or less, can be made at the same 
time and each operator be entirely independent of the 
other, while for wider belts both presses are used to
gether, thus making a belt of the full width of the 
press; or the presses can be used to advantage by one 
press making two narrow belts, while in the other a 
wider one is being made. When a wide belt is made a 
steel plate i!\ provided to fasten on the platen, thus ob
viating a.ny danger of a crease where the two platens 
JOIn. The manufacturers of this press, the Boomer & 
Boschert Press Co., Syracuse, N. Y., are well known, 
and someof the largest belts in this country have been 
made on their presses. The saine firm also make a 
large line of presses for other purposes, using either 
the knuckle joint, screw or hydraulic principles, ac
cording to the work to be performed. 

• • • 

A New Automatic Sy ... tem of Lighting and 
ExUngul8hlllg Street Gall LaIDpl!!. 

Each lamp is supplied with two sal ammoniac bat
teries and a spark coil, placed in an iron box buried 
in the ground at the foot of the post. In the lantern 
is a miniature gasholder of about two cubic inches 
capacity, pivoted on a hinge and held down by 
weights; and directly over this holder is an automatic 
gas lighter, similar to those used in houses, only much 
simpler, larger and stronger. Two wires, about ten 
feet long, connect the lighter with the batteries 
through the post. Such an installation is under com
plete eontrol froll! the gas works. 

When it is desired to light the lamps of a city, it is 
only necessary to open the valve connecting one of the 
large gasholders at the works direct with the gsa 

tility of many of the old methods of 
treating disease, should keep his mind open to the re
ception of every new discovery.-J ameS R. Cooke, 
M.lJ., in the Arena, Boston. 

• • • 

AN I MPROVED GAS ENGINE. 

The gas engine shown in the illustration affords a 
notable example of the excellence to which this class 
of motor is brought at the present day. It was but a 
few years ago that the gas engine was but little better 
than a toy; noisy and expensive in its operation and 
with but little promise of ever becoming a rival 
of the steam engine. Now, however, their 
action (in the best makes) is smooth and regu
lar and their economy compares favorably with 
tha t of the steam engine. The Olin gas engines 
present many pomts of excellence. They are 
strong and simple in construction. Every part 
is easily and almost instantly accessible. The 
charge is ignited by an electric spark, making 
them very safe, cleanly and free from odor. 
The governing is accomplished by a simple 
shaft governor, which has been found by care
ful test to ea�ily control the speed with a varia
tion of but 2 per cent from full load to no load. 
This sensitiveness, together with its positive 
igniting mechanism, makes the engine espe
cially adapted for running dynamos for elec
tric lighting. The lubrication is thoroughly 
automatic. The valves are of the poppet style 
and require no lubricant. These engilles are 
being built in sizes from !( to 25 horse power. 
One design of these engines, made especially 
for driving coffee mills or other light work, is 
remarkabl� for its compactness and power. 
They take up a floor space of only 14 by 16 
inches, are 23 inches high and use but 15 feet 
of manufactured gas per hour. These small 
engines are also built combined with pumps 
and are used for pumping water in high build
ings, flats, etc. They will raise 400 gallons of 
water per hour 00 feet, with a. consumption of 
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15 feet of gas. Where desired, any of these engines 
may be fitted with a gasoline attachment, adapting 
them for places where gas is not available. They are 
manufactured by the Olin Gas Engine Co., 222 Chicago 
Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 

••••• 

THE GADEY AIR GRATE. 

This improved grate is made of hollow cast iron 
grate bars as shown in the sectional view. 

In the top of each bar and running its entire length 
is a slot, A, A, about an eighth of an inch in width, 

THE GADEY AI R GRATE. 

through which a regular supply of air is delivered on 
the surface of the grate at the point of combustion. 
This supply of air is aided by the natural draught 
coming through the openings, B, B, between the bars. 
Through the center of the bars and across the entire 
furnace extends a supply chamber, C, to be kept con
tinuously full of air by means of a small pressure 
blower. The side surfaces of each bar at the point, D, 
are planed so as to form an air-tight joint when the 
bars are placed together. 

A one horse power blower will furnish sufficient air 
supply to boilers of 100 horse power or less. No altera
tion or reconstruction of either the fire box or chim
ney is required for the introduction of this improve· 
ment. The exact size and shape of the bar" they are 
to replace are copied in making the patterns for the 
Gadey air grate. 

It will be seen that this method of supplying air 
does not constitute forced draught, as commonly under
stood, because the natural draught admitted between 
the grate bars is employed in conjunction with the air 
blast through the hollow bars, thus enabling uniform 
and complete combustion to be maintained over the 
entire grate surface and increasing the capacity of any 
boiler where the improvement is introduced. It is 
especially ad vantageous in burning any small coal or 
screenings of coal, as well as such fuels as sawdust and 
mill waste from any kind of wood, bagasse from sugar 
cane and waste from cotton seed; in fact, any fuel re
quiring quick combustion to utilize it for steam pur
poses. 

The constant circulation of air inside the bars tends 
to prevent clinker from adhering to the grate and also 
prevents the bars from being easily burned out. 

This improved grate is patented and manufactured 
by Brown Bros. Manufacturing Company. Jackson 
and Clinton Streets, Chicago, IlL 

• • • 

BOIIII. 

Dr. E. L. Tiffany, of Princeton, N. J .. in the Eclectic 
Medical Journal for December, considers the use of a 
ftuid extract of barosma crenat., 3 j, in plenty of 
water, four times a day, to be a rapid cure for boils. 

THE OLIN GAS ENGINE. 
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